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N4704  NGUOI DAN BA BI SAN DUOI  (VIETNAM, 1989-1990) 
  (Other titles: A hunted woman; Pursued woman) 
 
 pt. 1.  Dem tan hon (The nuptual night; or Wedding night)  (1989) 
 pt. 2.  Dua con lai (The half-breed son; or Eurasian son)  (1990) 
 pt. 3.  Ly Dai Long (Ly Dai Long; or Rebel leader Ly Dai)  (1990) 
 pt. 4.  Kieu Chinh (Kieu Chinh; or Son of the millionaire)  (1990) 
 
 Credits: director/writer, Hoanh Tich Chi ; novel, Tran Van Tuan.  
 Cast: Vu Thanh Quy, Mai Phuong.  
 Summary:  War melodrama set in Vietnam over a thirty year period from 1945-75. 

Follows the travails of a Vietnamese woman thru this period of turmoil. Gai 
grew up in a poor village but was a talented singer. In the famine year of 
1945 she was forced into marriage to the stupid and ugly son of a rich family. 
In a raid by French troops, Gai was raped and eventually drifted to Hanoi 
where she gave birth to a Eurasian son. After the liberation of 1954, her son 
was taken to Saigon by his French foster father leaving Gai behind. Gai 
moved to Saigon searching for her son. There she was bought and sold, 
bearing a son for a Viet Cong leader and a daughter with an American father. 
After the liberation of 1975, she hopes she can live in peace with her 
daughter, but the child is kidnapped and Gai dies in loneliness.  

 
 “Nguoi dan ba bi san duoi = A hunted woman” Danh muc phim truyen Viet Nam, 

1987-1997 – Catalogue of Vietnamese feature films Ha Noi : Vien nghe thuat 
va Luu tru dien anh Viet Nam, 1999. (p. 65, 90) 

 Nguyen, Thanh Binh and Pham, Bich Loc. “The pursued woman (Nguoi dan ba bi 
san duoi)’ Vietnam war feature filmography (1992 draft) [GB] (p. 512) and 
Vietnam war films [GB] (Entry 477) 

 Pham, Bich Loc (see under Nguyen, Thanh Binh) 
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